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Short Teachings from
Various Material
●

Have a broadminded heart which
will encourage people, help them to be
creative, and allow
good things to happen.

●

Let us nurture a
rich spirit.

●

Let us cultivate our
heart constantly.

●

Looking to Kami,
depending on
Heaven and Earth,
and doing our best
sincerely are practicing faith.
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Broad-mind versus Nar row-mind
How can I improve my relationship with people around
me? How can I have less stress and create a better connection with others? In any situation where there are
conflicts or disagreements, I feel if I can change myself
or my position, people around me will feel relieved and
happier. I know there are other approaches rather than
my accepting the responsibility to settle the situation. In
the past, I tried to convince others to accept my position instead of reforming myself. I
realized, however, that there are more benefits in changing myself rather than being
bossy and forcing others to change. By giving them a feeling of relief or satisfaction, I
believe I will have a more harmonious and positive relationship with others. They will be
inclined to listen to me more carefully and understand me better as our relationship improves. In accepting others' positions, I am trying to be broad-minded, which means being flexible and tolerant of opposing opinions. Broad-mind is important for us to create
better relationships and less stress with all people.
Rev. Masahiko Yoshino, former Head Minister of Honolulu Church, shared his experience with his wife in a sermon for a radio broadcast, aired 41 years ago. I had the opportunity to read the script recently. When he married his wife, he had the image of the
ideal wife in his mind. He was a dominating husband because he expected his wife to be
the ideal wife. But it didn’t work. The relationship between them got bad and the atmosCont. Next Page

Spring Grand Service 10
Plot

Apr il Sc hedule
5 Sat 10am
Mochi Making
6
11am
Spring Grand Service for Tenchi Kane No Kami
13
9am
Sunday Service – One for the Goyo
20
9am
Sunday Service – Family Sunday
27
9am
Monthly Service & Monthly Memorial Service
Spring Grand Service at other churches:
Wahiawa 4/13; Waipahu 4/20 & Rev. & Mrs. Sonoda's 40th Memorial Service

phere at home was not good. One day he read the words of Konko-Sama and was very moved and inspired. Konko-Sama said that we must value, cherish, and respect everyone and everything because everyone is a beloved child of the Principle Parent, or Kami-Sama, and everything is provided and sent by Kami
-Sama to each person. He was reminded that his wife is a beloved child of Kami-Sama and the precious
daughter of her parents. He thought, “I am the one living with her now so I am the one who should value
and respect her.” He decided to reform himself. He started to cherish his wife. Then people started to notice that his attitude had changed. As he began to change, he also began to pay attention to her and saw her
good qualities instead of her negative points. At the same time, he was able to see his own shortcomings
and bad points. He was surprised and grateful that their relationship was improving and even his wife appeared to be improving as a wife on her own.
When he made demands to his wife instead of listening and accepting her, he was being narrow-minded.
But with Kami-Sama's teaching, he did achieve a broad-mind with a sincere heart and a desire to change.
As a result they were able to create a much better relationship as beloved children of the Principle Parent.
I am grateful to Rev. Yoshino for sharing his personal experience and revelation, which has guided me in
my handling of various situations with understanding and sensitivity. I realize in the past I handled situations with a narrow-mind, but I hope I have become broad-minded now. In the past, my thoughts were, “I
am right” or “you, he, she or they are wrong”, and “why don't they understand me?” But actually I did not
understand or want to understand them. I rejected them.
I experienced stress because I would not accept opposing or different opinions. My heart given to me by
Kami-Sama felt sad for having negative feeling about someone who is also a beloved child of Kami-Sama.
With this realization, I tried to accept people as they are by becoming broad-minded with a sincere heart. I
now feel more comfortable with people who have different opinions or negative positions. I try to have
constructive discussions by accepting and not rejecting opposing opinions and views.
I try to keep in mind, “All people are beloved children of the Principle Parent; we are all different.” I understand that people are not my enemy, by the perspective of Kami-Sama. We just have different opinions, experiences, and thoughts because we are all individuals, and differences are good. In Kami-Sama’s
point of view everyone is important. It is natural and okay if I have different ideas and thoughts, which I
can share with people with hope that they will understand me .
As I practice my faith more actively, I know I want to be a broad-minded person whom Kami-Sama can
trust. I will continue to listen sincerely with my heart and have faith that it will take me and people around
me to a better future.

Teac hing from Konkokyo Kyoten
“Seeing poor harvests in fall, I feel regret. A result of my insincerity, I feel shame,” was waka
poem Konko-Sama always repeated.
[Konkokyo Kyoten Gorikai II: Senda Taneji, Page 196, Konkokyo Honbu 1987]

Spr ing Memor ial Ser vice
The Spring Memorial Service was held on March 23rd. Guest speaker, Mr. Randy Furusho, from Konko
Mission of Wahiawa, shared with us his strong bond with people through believing in Mitama Spirits. He
said he felt Mitama Spirits were helping him constantly.

Teac hing of Rev. Kodama
Founding Minister of Konko Mission of Honolulu

In the Orient there are these two words, “On”, and “Toku.”
In Konkokyo Shinjin (Faith) these two words are frequently mentioned so it is very important to understand what they mean.
Both “On” and “Toku” are based on our radiating the spirit of Kami Gokoro (Heart), of wanting to give, of
wanting to offer, and of wanting to help everything and everyone.
While we are radiating the spirit of Kami Gokoro of wanting to give, of wanting to offer, and of wanting to
help everything and everyone, and when we receive help or favors from the other party instead, then we
are grateful and appreciative. This is the feeling of “On” or feeling beholden or bound in gratitude, or to
know what “On” is.
Also, when one is stirred, excited, and moved with Kami Gokoro to want to give and to want to help everyone; when these things are done from the goodness of the heart without any expectation of remuneration or rewards; and when these unrewarded sincere acts are repeated often, they are called “Toku.” So a
person with “Toku” is a person who has done many, many unrewarded good, kind, and sincere acts. These
“Toku” are not visible to the eye, but eventually they will come to the surface. They will bring forth good
health, fame, and wealth.
May 1, 1967

Testimony by Ms. Miwako Yamanaka
Following is the testimony by Ms. Miwako Yamanaka (Konko Church of Amagasaki, Japan) on February 23, 2014, at
Konko Mission of Honolulu.

Hello everyone. I’m Miwako Yamanaka.
First, it is a great honor to be given this opportunity to share with you my testimony. I am very grateful
for your attention to my okage banashi as I am not that proficient in English.
I would like to introduce myself. I am from Himeji City which is in the same prefecture as Amagasaki
City, called Hyōgo. I used to worship at Jōnan Church since I was born. Jōnan Church is located south of
Himeji castle. Jōnan actually means south of castle.
I first met Reverend Shōhei Tsuda on Sept.11, 2005. My friend worshipped at Amagasaki church and receives Otoritusgi from Shōhei Sensei. She lives on Shikoku Island, so it takes about five or six hours by train
from her house to Amagasaki church.
The day before she went to Amagasaki church, she stayed at my apartment because my apartment was
close to Amagasaki church; it takes about ten minutes by train. I know she used to stay at a hotel near
church, just to receive Otoritsugi, so I asked her to stay with me. She went to the 6:00 am prayer service by
herself from my apartment and after she came back to my room. She then wrote in her notebook about
the Otoritsugi from Shōhei Sensei.
As she was going to church in the afternoon, she asked me “Would you like to come with me?” I wanted to
stay with her more, and on top of that I heard rumors about Shōhei Sensei. I would love to meet him, so I
decided to go to Amagasaki Church with her.
While she was seeking Otoritsugi, I was in the waiting room of the church. After she finished Otoritsugi, she
came into waiting room and said, “Miwako, Sensei is calling you” with a smile.
I was surprised because I wasn’t supposed to receive Otoritsugi that day. Then I walked to the Okekkai nervous. Shōhei Sensei was sitting with a big smile. “Anything is ok, please tell me your story.” So I spoke to
him about my worries that I want to separate from my boyfriend but I can’t.
Sensei taught me softly that people tend to be attracted to others who are at the same spiritual level. He
also said that I can’t be happy if only I am happy; my boyfriend also needs to be happy for my happiness.
He didn’t give me a solution to my problem, but both my body and mind felt much better after I received
my first Otoritsugi from Shohei Sensei.
When we returned to my home, I told my friend that I felt much better. She was very happy for me and
said “You got okage! I’m happy for you!” My friend became a minister at the Amagasaki Church with her
husband.
Six months after my first Otoritsugi, my face turned red and the itch didn’t go away even though I took

medicine for atopy dermatitis. I heard from another friend that “There are many believers who stop taking
their medicine who attend Amagasaki Church.” So I started thinking “Someday, I would like to stop my
medication for atopy.” The medication I took contained steroids, which is not good for my health. I have
taken that medicine since I was a baby, but my atopy never completely healed. Thus, I could not stop taking the medicine.
In those days, I was worried about the relationship between my mother and boyfriend. My parents, especially my mother, objected to our relationship. I love and respect my mother. At that time, I would often
do as my mother says because I believed that my mother always made the right choice. She said, “You
should separate from him because he is helpless and does not look strong. You won’t be happy with him.
Why are you in a relationship with him? What are his good points?” I was very shocked because I loved
him. In my heart, I didn’t want to separate from him, but she recommended me to separate. I suffered
about my situation. My body could not handle the situation, and my atopy worsened, like an explosion.
I didn’t realize how much the strained relationship with my mother had impacted me until I received
Otoritsugi from Shōhei Sensei. Because I love and spoke to her about almost everything since I was a child, I
thought our relationship was good.
I have two younger brothers. And when I was a child, my family consisted of my parents, grandparents,
great-grandmother, and my brothers. Around New Year or Obon Season, my relatives would come to my
home and stay for a few days. So my mother was very busy. I listened to her complain, since I was a child.
I thought, “I can’t make trouble for mother.” So I always tried to help her and never depended on her
since I was little. It’s probably Japanese culture that my mother never hugged me or said “I love you”, “I
like you”, or “Good job.” So I don’t have a memory of ever being praised by my parents. Thus when I was
little, I used to think, “She doesn’t like me”, “Am I okay to be her daughter?” Then, I would conform to
her every time her emotions changed without knowing it. I was a bit afraid of my mother then and did not
want to be disliked by her.
During Otoritsugi, Sensei told me “Your life is yours, not for your mothers. But you don’t live your life.
Now, you live for your mother, not for you. You should choose whatever you want.” I was shocked to
hear that. I thought I had enjoyed my life, but I realized it was not my life; I didn’t know what my true
feeling were; and what I really wanted.
Sensei was waiting patiently praying for a long time until I realized what my true feelings were. He advised
“You should tell your mother about your true feelings. Before you talk to your mother, you must pray to
Kami-Sama.” I was scared to talk with my mother, but I wanted to move forward. So I prayed to KamiSama in my heart, and I practiced having a dialogue with my mother. I tried to think what I would like to
do, and listened to my soul about what I should do.
My atopy was getting worse day-by-day. My CEO was concerned about my condition and gave me a 3week holiday. He is a very nice person. I’ve been with the company for 10-years, and every time I met
him, he asked about my condition and says, “Health is most important for you. Please take care of yourself. Don’t work too much.”

During my absence from work, my mother came to my apartment and took care of me. When I couldn’t
sleep at night because of an itch, she woke up and comforted me by scratching it. I became aware of my
mother’s affection and she was quite concerned about my condition. I was very happy to feel my mother’s
love. It was painful when my atopy was getting bad, but through it I could realize my mother’s love.
Later, I appreciated that I received Okage by realizing my mother’s love.
Through my atopy, I could practice faith. When I felt an itch, when I couldn’t sleep, when I didn’t want to
go out because my face turns red, or when I felt scared to look at the mirror, every time, everywhere, I
practiced my faith by praying to Kami-Sama and spending time with Parent Kami.
Living with Kami-Sama was not easy for me. Before I met Shōhei Sensei, I did not seek Otoritsugi and I did
not understand this faith.
My atopy needed time to get better, so I practiced day-by-day.
I did not like my sensitive skin, so I never appreciated it. But Shōhei Sensei taught me “Your skin is always
working since you were born and for a few decades, so you should appreciate your skin. Kami-Sama is in
your skin, too. You should thank Kami-Sama, who is in your skin.”
So I tried to thank Kami-Sama, who is in my skin, and put “Goshinsui-sama” or Sacred Water on my skin
every day.
It took a month for my skin to recover, and I returned to work after the 3-week holiday. A few years
later, another doctor told me being healed in one month time after stopping the steroid treatment is very
short. I realized I received another okage.
On Christmas Eve in 2011, I received another okage and moved to Amagasaki City.
Around Autumn of 2011, I decided to marry my boyfriend, who I was with when I first went to worship
at Amagasaki Church. I expressed my feelings to Shōhei Sensei, and he was pleased. We were going to live
in Ōsaka City, but Shōhei Sensei recommended living near Amagasaki Church. Because if I were to have a
baby, it would just be the two of us everyday and it would be very difficult to go out with the baby. But if I
lived near church, I can worship with the baby, and sensei will listen to my otodoke.
I thought that was the perfect idea, so I asked my boyfriend to live near Amagasaki Church. We looked for
a flat in Amagasaki City and previewed some apartments. But after that, he never spoke about marriage or
about moving.
We never had a dialogue because I was scared to be disliked by him, I couldn’t share what I felt or what I
thought for 7 years.
Around that time, I went for a drink with another boy who I liked for a long time. He had just separated
with his girlfriend, so I was upset to hear that he broke up. From that day we went for a drink, we were
texting every day and it was a pleasure in my life.
After my first boyfriend and I previewed apartments in Amagasaki, two months had passed. I sought

Otoritsugi from Shōhei Sensei, he said “I won’t be surprised if you live here now.” When I heard that, I
realized 2 months have already passed since we looked at flats, but my situation did not change at all.
Maybe it’s possible to be in the same situation for a few years.
Then I thought, “What a waste of time! I need to better myself.” So I told Sensei “After I separate from
him, I’m going to move to Amagasaki.” However, Sensei told me, “There is no meaning if you separate
first then move. You should move first. Then he might follow you or you may meet someone new. Don’t
follow him; it’s important to act independently.” So I made the decision to move to Amagasaki City by
myself.
Reverend Mie Komura, who brought me to Amagasaki Church for my first visit, came along with me to
preview my new room, even though she was nine months pregnant. The room was very clean and new,
and much cheaper than the one I lived in at the time. On that same day, I signed the lease for my new
room. My new flat was already cleaned up, so I could move after I prepared my contract documents. The
earliest day which I could move-in was Christmas Eve, so I made up my mind to move on December 24.
After I moved, I noticed that the day they cleaned my new room was on my birthday. I couldn’t imagine
that I would move to Amagasaki by myself on my birthday. But Parent Kami prepared for me my new
room and was waiting for me.
My new room is very close to Amagasaki Church, actually it’s next to the church. So from my room to
church, it takes about 20 seconds walking, about 10 seconds running. When I open my door, I can see the
church, and it makes me feel very relieved.
Before moving, Shōhei Sensei told me his mobile phone number and email address just in case. I felt more
at ease. I thought “If something happened, I can ask help from church and sensei will surely help me.” It
made me feel relieved, like pressure being wasted away.
After moving, I went to worship at church every day; and I began feeling really good; and I always felt at
peace. I have never experienced these feelings before. I was always lonely and worried before moving. So,
moving was wonderful for me to practice faith and receive Okage.
In December, I began contacting the other boy I had feelings for and my feeling for my boyfriend was not
strong. So I asked Shōhei Sensei if I could stop contacting my boyfriend for a month. Sensei accepted it. I
told the boyfriend that I needed time to be alone and to stop contacting me for a month. Although he
sometimes called, I did not answer.
On New Year’s Eve, there an Etsunen-sai (End-of-Year Ceremony) at Amagasaki Church. After the ceremony, I told Shōhei Sensei that the boyfriend was calling me that day. Sensei told me that “Kami Sama is
saying you should talk with him”
So I called him after Otoritsugi. He apologized to me. He said he did not want to live in Amagasaki without
listening to my story and he understood why I placed priority on faith, versus on him. We never had this
kind of dialogue before, so I was happy to hear his true feeling. I told him that I needed more time to be
alone, and asked him to wait for a while.

A month later, I met and told him my feelings. Before I met him, I went to worship at church and sensei
told me “It’s good for you to prepare a sheet for Kami.” I made a sheet for Kami before I met him, then we
could have a dialogue for the first time. We could express our true feelings and listen to each other respectfully. He understood my feelings and accepted the separation.
As I told this story to Shōhei Sensei, he was very happy for us and imparted “There are many way to separate, but you had a wonderful okage. The best way to separate.” Finally, I received the Okage of separating
from my boyfriend.
After I broke up with my boyfriend, I tried to tell my feelings to the boy who I liked, but his answer was
not good. I was shocked and sad for a few days but fortunately I was being prayed for by Shōhei Sensei and
received favor: My sad feeling did not last for a long time. If his answer was “Yes”, I might have stopped
worshipping every day and couldn’t receive Otoritsugi because I would be dating. So now I feel it’s good
for me not to have a relationship with him.
Four months after I moved to Amagasaki, I had the most unforgettable Otoritsugi. I was walking home from
Amagasaki station; when I noticed someone following me. I was scared and tried not to look at him. I was
praying to Kami-Sama in my heart. Then he spoke to me “Where are you going?” I ignored him, but he
was still following me. So I stopped and looked for my cell phone to call my mother. Then he passed me
by bicycle. My home is the same direction where he went, so I turned back and went home by taxi.
I was scared to go out even though church was very close to my apartment, but I went to worship that
night.
It was almost 9 o’clock and closing time, so I told Mori Sensei what had happened. Mori Sensei told me
“It’s good that your house is close to church.” After Otoritsugi, my tension disappeared and my eyes were
full of tears. Because it was closing time, I went home after Otoritsugi.
Twenty minutes later, someone pushed the buzzer of my apartment. It was Shūko Sensei. She said “Shōhei
Sensei is calling you. Can you come to Ohiromae (Worship Hall) now?”
I didn’t realize he sent an email asking me to come church now, so Shūko Sensei came for me. Shūko Sensei asked me “What happened?” I told her “A stranger followed me”, and then she gently rubbed my back
and replied “I’m sorry to hear that. It must have been scary.”
When I went to the Ohiromae with Shūko Sensei, Shōhei Sensei was waiting in the dark Ohiromae. The only
light on was at the Kami Altar.
He told me, “Mori Sensei said she felt bad, and she would like to listen to your story more. If this situation
continues, your nights might continue to be scary. She was so concerned about closing time, that she did
not take the time to listen to your story.” Shōhei Sensei also told me that her eyes were red because she
had been crying.
Even though it was after closing time, Shōhei Sensei took the time to listen to my Otoritsugi as usual. And
saying “I know your soul must have gotten hurt so please tell me what happened” and he listened to my

story for more than one-hour and he held my hands from the Okekkai and prayed to Kami-Sama.
After Otoritsugi was finished, he offered to call Mori Sensei to Ohiromae. It was about 10:30 pm, but she
was still at work, so she came to the Ohiromae. I was surprised to see her because her eyes were still red
from crying.
I felt so sorry for her, because it was not her fault, and she didn’t do anything wrong. She apologized to
me that she did not take the time to listen to my story. I was very touched by her warm-heartedness and
love. I was very impressed.
I felt very happy knowing I met such a wonderful minister. Just for my happiness, three ministers worked
hard and helped me. I felt so sorry, yet grateful for their love. So my fear turned into happiness after
Otoritsugi. That night Shōhei Sensei walked me home. Before he went back to church he said “I will pray
for you, that you can sleep well tonight” with a smile. I slept relieved, without any fear that night. Due to
sensei’s prayers, I was able to go out from the next day and go through the same streets where I encountered the stranger.
Through that incident, I realized just how amazing the sensei's and Kami’s favors are. And I have come to
appreciate Shōhei Sensei more and more. He teaches me a great deal of important things especially on how
to be a believer. Due to his teachings, my life has become much easier day-by-day.
He taught me, “It’s important to tell sensei anything even if it’s a small thing. If you tell sensei everything,
small things will be no trouble; and big troubles will be small ones. With Sensei’s prayers from the okekkai, you will receive Kami’s favor.”
So I try to honestly tell everything and anything to sensei at the okekkai, and I have received so much Divine Favor since I moved. I realized these blessings are due to Sensei’s prayers. And now, I can’t help but
to believe in Kami-Sama.
Through Otoritsugi, I separated from my boyfriend and even though I don’t have a boyfriend now, I don’t
feel lonely because I can feel Kami-Sama and Sensei’s prayers.
My relationship with my mother is getting better. I can keep a good distance from her, while depending
on her a little bit. My father has apologized to me many times about my strict upbringing. So I feel my parent’s love and I can enjoy my time with my parents now.
I think the separation from my boyfriend and not marrying anyone before moving was a good decision. If I
married the ex-boyfriend or someone else, I would not be happy and trouble would ensue with my family
because I was being immature.
Through Otoritsugi and Sensei’s prayers, my life has changed completely and I have come to believe in
Kami-Sama. I would like to continue to go to worship, seek Otoritsugi often, and respect the feeling of
gratitude for everything.
Thank you very much for your kind attention.
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Konkokyo Declaration
As humans, who are all allowed to live by the Great Universe,
We accept and respect all lives as being precious,
And pledge to manifest an ideal world where
Kami and people,
People and people, and People and all things
Live together through an Interdependent (Aiyo kakeyo) relationship.

Essence of Practicing Faith of Konkokyo
-Good thoughts with a sincere and thoughtful heart and,
-Doing a good deed with a conscientious and kind heart and,
-Being honest all the time
-Trust and being trusted by Kami is the aim of Faith.

The Movement
for the Mutual Fulfillment of Kami and Me
I will seek and receive Mediation
I will realize the blessings of Kami
I will live a joyful life of appreciation
I will be one with Kami
I will pray for, help, and guide others
To actualize the Way of Kami and people

-We all are receiving daily blessings every moment; the
blessings that we need at certain times are the result of
practicing Faith.

http://
konkomissionshawaii.org/

Spr ing Grand Ser vice for Tenc hi Kane No Kami
Date:

Sunday, April 6, 2014

Time:

11 a.m.

Let us express our appreciation to the Tenchi Kane No Kami, our
Principle Parent of the Universe.
Refreshment will follow.

Plots
Konko Mission of Honolulu has 10 Plots in Hawaiian Memorial
Park. If you are interesting in purchasing a plot(s), please contact Rev. Koichi Konko.

